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ABSTRACT 

Now a Days in Electrical Distribution system there is a various algorithms that can give fast and accurate 

solutions for savings in working costs. Here we have solved a unit commitment problem by priority list method 

using full load average production cost (FLAPC) for three generating power plants. So we have designed an 

automatic unit commitment by using virtual instrumentation (Lab view). 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Electrical power is generally higher during daytime and early morning when industrials loads are high, 

lights are on and so forth and lower during the late evening and early morning when most of population asleep, 

therefore predicting the load demand and building the generators ON/OFF schedule can save a lot of money 

fertility. The task of implementing this procedure is termed as unit commitment. The unit commitment deals with 

scheduling the ON/OFF status of the generating unit. There are various methods to solve unit commitment 

problem. Here we have implemented priority list method to solve the unit commitment problem. 

Unit commitment: Unit commitment (UC) is an optimization problem used to obtain the operation schedule of the 

generating units at every hour interval with varying loads under different constraints and environments. 

In general, the Unit Commitment problem may be formulated as a non-linear, large scale, mixed-integer 

Combinatorial optimization problem with both binary (unit status variable) and continuous (unit output power) 

variables. In this Paper Shows the characteristics of power generation unit, unit commitment problem for priority 

list method using full load average production cost. 

Necessity of Unit Commitment: 

 Sufficient Units will be committed to supply the system load. 

 To decrease the loss or Fuel cost. 

 By running the most economic unit, the load can be supplied by that unit functioning closer to its best 

efficiency. 

Troubles to Find Unit Commitment Solution: 

 Time consuming process. 

 If the number of units is more, the number of combinations is more in difficult bus system. 

 If ‘n’ be the number of units, then the number of combinations will be (). 

Priority list method: In this work initial solution is generated using the priority list method. Priority list method is 

the simplest unit commitment solution method which consists of creating a priority list of units. The priority list 

method is very fast and efficient method. Graphical representation of Priority list method is shown in Fig.1 The 

priority list can be obtained by the Full load average production cost of each unit. The full load average production 

cost (FLAPC) is the Heat Rate (HR) multiplied by the fuel cost Fi (Pi). 

Mathematically it is represented as: 

Full Load Average Production Cost (FLAPC) = {Net Heat Rate at full load}×Fuel Cost 

FLAPC=K 

Steps to be followed or method of solving: 

 Determine the full load average production cost for each units. 

FLAPC=K 

 Form priority order depends on average production cost,(ascending order). 

 Commit number of units corresponding to the priority order. 

 Compute, from economic dispatch problem for feasible combinations only. 

 For Load curve shown in Fig.2, each hour load is changing. Assume load is dropping or decreasing 

whether falling the next unit will supply generation and spinning reverse. 

If not, continue as it is. if yes, go to next step. 

 Determine the number of hours H, before the unit will be required again. 

 Check H<Minimum shut down time. 

If yes, go to last step. If not go to next step. 

 Calculate two costs 

a) Sum of hourly production costs for the next H hours with unit up. 
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b) Recompute the same for the unit down +start-up cost for either cooling or banking. 

If the second case is less expensive, the unit should be on. 

 Repeat this procedure until the priority list. 

Problem: For the given three unit thermal power plant prepare unit commitment schedule for supplying a load up 

to 1000MW by priority list method. 

Table.1. Power plant details 

Plant Loading Limits in MW Fuel cost Parameter in 

Kcal/MW hr 

Fuel Cost in RS./Kcal 

I 750 75 (7+0.003)* 1.3 

II 500 50 (7.5+0.002)* 1.15 

III 250 25 (8+0.004)* 1.25 

Solution: 

The Full Load Average Production Cost (FLAPC) = {Net Heat Rate at full load}×Fuel Cost 

 Maximum loading limit in MW ()=750;  Fuel cost=1.3 RS./Kcal 

 Flap cost of Unit-I = [(7+0.003*750)*]*1.3 

                 =12.025*RS./MW hr 

 Maximum loading limit in MW ()=500;  Fuel cost=1.15 RS./Kcal 

 Flap cost of Unit-II = [(7.5+0.002*500)*]*1.15 

                    = 9.775* RS./MW hr 

 Maximum loading limit in MW ()=250;  Fuel cost=1.25 RS./Kcal 

Flap cost of Unit-III = [(8+0.004*250)*]*1.25 

                     = 11.25* RS./MW hr 

In order to increasing cost of following table is constructed (Arrange FLAPC in ascending order) 

                                               Table.2. Priority list for power plant 

UNIT RS./MW hr Max(MW) Min(MW) 

II 9.775* 750 75 

III 11.25* 500 50 

I 12.025* 250 25 

The Priority List for supplying the load up to 1000MW is prepared follows. 

 Table.3. Maximum and Minimum limits for each power plant 

UNITS Max (MW) Min (MW) 

I II III 

1 1 1 1500 150 

1 1 0 1000 100 

0 1 0 750 75 

 

 
Figure.1. simulation of Priority list method using Lab VIEW 

Above simulation was done by the Lab VIEW software. The components used in the simulation is Formula 

block, display/result block and input as P1Max, P2Max, P3Max connected to the Formula block. Then the required 

output is multiplied with by using sum block. The output was displayed in result block. 
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Fig: 2 Inputs Priority list method using Lab view Figure.3. Output Priority list method using  Lab 

view 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

We have designed an automatic unit commitment problem for priority list method by using virtual 

instrumentation (Lab View) and we got better solution than comparing to other methods. By this method we can 

design smart distribution system. This method can obtain exact generating cost for the three generating power 

plant. 
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